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This puzzle is all about fitting two 3 letter words together to make a new word. In this case, a random meat
emoji word can fit inside of a bread emoji word: (E.G: VIA + CAR => CAVIAR). Once words are found, the index
of the bread is used to extract the final clue phrase and answer the puzzle
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CAR A mode of transportation VIA
a latin road, now just crossing
through CAVIAR 1st C

POO In a bathroom rated second TAT

by this english statement of
equivalent exchange, for every tit
you should get a... POTATO 6th O

CRY

What is often done after
submitting a math test or chopping
a specific vegetable HER

an artist who has everything
revealed and is also often very
possessive CHERRY 1st C

GIN
Coming after, before, or with the
tonic. Made with juniper berries. IRK

to irritate or annoy, starting with
an i GIRKIN 4th K

NAN

If you are british, a specific
grandparent, and if not, an
undefined number in computer
science. BAA The sound a sheep makes BANANA 2nd A

TIP
advice, as well as something you
leave behind at a dinner table URN

A decorative container for a late
human being TURNIP 1st T

TOO

used much to describe things that
are excessive, has many
homophones MAT A fabric you put outside your door TOMATO 6th O

COT A bed in a sick ward or a crib ARR
A pirate's favorite word in the
alphabet CARROT 5th O

URN
A decorative container for a late
human being CHI

A letter of the greek alphabet, as
well as a vital energy that could be
spelled differently URCHIN 3rd C

PER
meaning 'for each', or 'by means
of' PPE

Equipment to protect you from
quarantine housing PEPPER 6th R

MOE One of the slapstick stooges USS A United States Ship MOUSSE 2nd O

CAW A corvine noise SHE

Whatever pronoun is leaving the
homestead in that one beatles
song CASHEW 6th W

LIL Coming before a pump or an uzi ENT

The general name of Groot if he
was in the Lord of the Rings
franchise LENTIL 3rd N


